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ST HILARY’S AND THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
Once you have been number one, can you be satisfied with anything less?’
Miss Hall
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The time flies by when you are busy and having fun and this week has
certainly been a prime example of this. It almost feels as if our feet
have not touched the ground and the end of the week has approached
with alarming speed.
Saying that, I took a moment earlier to watch the children playing on
the field and on the lawn and it is wonderful to see how well the
different year groups are integrating with each other. I am sure that
most of this is down to our Buddy systems and the opportunities
provided by special days such, ‘World Earth Day.’ As a staff, we are
continuously impressed with the level of respect the children show
each other and those around them.
The boys and girls are working hard and making the most of all the
different activities that have now opened up. Our thanks go to
FOSH, and in particular Mrs Southon, Eddie’s Mum, Y5 for organising
the Egg Cress Head Competition. The entries have impressed us all
with their originality and creativity and as I explained to the boys
and girls, the judging was almost impossible. Well done to everyone

but especially to our winners: Henry, (Reception), Rose M (Y1), Eliza
(Y6) and to Mrs Redman who won the staff category.
Thank you also to everyone for embracing our Super Hero Day. We
know these ‘special’ days can be difficult for busy parents but we
were so impressed with the thought and inspirational ides into what
a Super Hero actually is, from Health workers to bees!
Our Open Morning was exceptionally busy this morning. Well done to
our Y6 pupils who were tour ambassadors. As always, we received
excellent feedback from our prospective families re the pupils’
confidence and good manners. They are, of course, our very best
ambassadors. Thank you too for your recommendations. Choosing is
a school is a very important decision, as you full well know, and a
recommendation from a current or ex-parent can be very reassuring
to prospective parents. Our numbers for the new academic year, are
very strong and in addition to our open Morning Day today, my diary
continues to be busy meeting with prospective parents.
Although, we have only been back for two weeks the boys and girls
(and staff!) will benefit from the slightly longer weekend. I hope the
weather is kind and that you are able to enjoy time with family and
friends. We look forward to seeing you at the gates on Tuesday
morning.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This afternoon the following Commendations and Awards were presented during Assembly:
Commendations
Thomas (YR) - For excellent knowledge about Space
Personal Best Moment
James (Y3) – For a wonderful piece of Philosophy homework
Isaac (Y3) - For a wonderful piece of Philosophy homework
Greyson (Y3) - For a wonderful piece of Philosophy homework
Ned (Y3) – For Super reading!
James (Y3) - For wowing the class with his knowledge of Brazil!
Isaac (Y3) - For amazing maths work over the holidays
Ben (Y3) - For amazing maths work over the holidays
Ellie (Y5) – For fantastic Spring term Maths Assessment results
Dominika (Y5) – For fantastic Spring term Maths Assessment results
Orla (Y5) – For fantastic Spring term Maths Assessment results
Pull It Out The Bag
Ned (Y3) – For dedication to reading regularly
Ishir (YR) - For a stand out drama performance as Spider man
George (YR) – For good problem solving when sharing equally in maths
Buster (Y2) – For a superb effort with his poetry writing this week
Edward (Y1) – For fantastic Ukulele playing
Nahara (Y1) – For showing resilience to complete counting back in 5s
Hugo (Y1) – For a detailed, descriptive writing about Easter hols
Take A Risk
Ethan (Y3) – For settling in so easily on his first week
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True Grit
Rose (Y4) – For never giving up
Scarlet (Y2) – For excellent independent poetry writing
Kindness Bucket
Eli (Y2) – For telling the kitchen how beautiful lunch looks
Hermione (Y2) – For looking after her classmates when they needed help
Edith (Y5) - For offering to buy gifts for her buddy on Earth Day
Cutlery Award
Louie (Y1) – For delightful manners and appreciation of the food
Abbey Moment True Friend Band
Florence (Y4) – For kindness and the sunniest smile to everyone!
Willow (Y3) - For helping others when they are feeling worried.

NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
The weather has made a huge difference on our return since the Easter break. The children
have loved being outside even moreso on the fields, in the woods and just generally all over the
school site. It is incredible to see what has happened in school in just one week! From Earth
Day stalls to Cricket masterclasses; new extracurricular clubs such as skateboarding to dressing
up for National Superhero Day and from trips to Watts Gallery and Haslemere Museum to show
casing their Cress Heads, this is certainly a busy and buzzy school! My thanks to Mrs Southon
for organising the Cress Heads Competition. This was such a fun for both staff and pupils alike!
Mrs Whittingham set the bar incredibly high!
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Congratulations to our newly elected School Council Representatives. Elena, Millie, Isabelle
and Ione (Y6) are looking forward to working with you during the busy Summer term!
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Form
1H
1GS
2E
2B
3R
3DP
4CS
4H
5BP
5P
6BR
6B

Form Cap
Ollie
Hugo
Lochlan
Toby
Ella
Billy
Cora
Isabella
Poppy
Hannah
Lily H
Lexi

Vice Cap
Uma
Louie
Charlie
Sienna
James
Chloe
Florence
Scarlett
Maggie
Amaara
Anya
Isla

A huge well done, to our Anti-Bullying Ambassadors for
earning the ‘Diana Award – Wellbeing Badge.’

Fuelling such a thriving, happy and successful school is our
wonderful catering team, providing colourful, balanced,
tasty and nutritious food.

Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The Year 1 children returned to school with renewed energy and enthusiasm after their Easter
break. They have all settled back in with ease and embraced their learning opportunities.
In English, they have been enjoying the traditional tale of Jack and the Beanstalk. The children
loved joining in the repeated phrases and they all showed great perseverance to write the story
using picture prompts. They continued their enjoyment of traditional tales in Digital Learning,
when they recorded their voices to match a picture which was then made into an audio format.
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In Maths the boys and girls looked at equal groups of numbers and learning to find ‘lots of’ a
number, through repeated addition. This week saw the introduction of Castles as our new
subject in Topic lessons. The children learnt about motte and bailey castles and labelled the
features, including a drawbridge and the keep. They were thrilled to hear that Year 1 will be
visiting Windsor Castle in a couple of weeks and are obviously hoping for a glimpse of The Queen!
The castle theme continued in the DT lessons this week, when the children began work on their
own model castles and used sponges to create the brickwork for the castle. The PSHE lesson
this week focussed on Keeping Healthy and this prompted a super discussion on exercise and
diet.
In Science the children began their new topic on Growing Things and they were delighted to
plant their own beans in flowerpots and record what they had done in a bean diary. We are all
looking forward to seeing the first shoots appear.
There was much excitement on Thursday, when the children embraced
Superhero Day and flew into school with their super powers on show!
There were lots of Spidermen, as well as fire fighters and footballers.
Heroes come in all guises! All the continuous hard work earns them
housepoints – and this week, for the first time, they were able to post
their tokens in the tubes!

It was so lovely to welcome all the Year 2 children back and our classrooms have been buzzing
ever since. In English this week we are looking at poetry, specifically a nonsense poem called
The Ning Nang Nong, which had the children in fits of laughter as we read it! We identified
rhyming words which then helped the children to create their own poem based on the same
structure of The Ning Nang Nong, with a seaside theme. We definitely have some poets in the
making in Year 2!
In Maths we have been focusing on measure, measuring in centimetres, metres and comparing
lengths. We began our work on puppets in DT, discussing different types of puppets and looking
at some examples of puppets in motion.
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In PSCHE we looked at the different food groups and how to have a healthy, balanced diet. The
children then created their own balanced plates with some delicious looking food.
Our focus for Enrichment this term is mental health and wellbeing. This week we discussed what
mental health is and how our feelings and thoughts affect the choices we make. In Topic we
looked at a seaside picture and the children used their senses to identify what they might
experience at such a location. Miss Tomson also showed the children photos of her Mum at the
seaside, and brought in the swimming costume her Granny wore to swim in. We decided we were
very lucky with our swimwear choice these days in comparison! Our house point tokens have
returned which was an extremely popular decision; the children loved taking their house points
for the week and putting them into their House tubes. It was wonderful to see the children on
Thursday dressed up in their Superhero costumes, what a super effort!

Mrs Hillery
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EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The Nursery children have had a wonderful week back at school and have enjoyed playing out in
the sunshine. The children have enjoyed planting a sunflower seed and are very excited to watch
them grow, we wonder whose will be the tallest. The children will begin learning all about shapes
next week, they are starting off by learning about rectangles. Please don’t forget to bring in a
sunhat, cream and named water bottle now the weather is warming up.

The topic in Kindergarten this term is ‘Weather’. We will be learning all about the different
types of weather throughout the seasons. This week we made some collage raindrops, painted
some beautiful rainbow and played a ‘weather clothing game’.
There has been a lot of construction going on this week, both in and out of the classroom, the
girls and boys built a very impressive wooden structure in the garden, as well as a Duplo city and
a ten tier cake in the sandpit!
The children all thoroughly enjoyed the super hero dress up day, we will let the photos speak
for themselves. They all looked wonderful and many thanks for your donations.
Have a wonderful bank holiday weekend and we really look forward to welcoming you into the
Kindergarten next week for our stay and play sessions between 8.30-9.30am.
Please let your teacher know which day you intend to join us.
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The Reception children have been enjoying some changes to their P.E. lessons. This term they
will be enjoying tennis lessons and have been so excited to spend time on the tennis courts. They
are also enjoying athletics on the bottom lawn. The children have been learning how to run relay
races, participate in team sports and work to support and cheer each other on. This is all made
more enjoyable by the lovely sunshine we have enjoyed this week.
In class, the children are working to increase their ability to write independently. They are
being encouraged to reflect on their weekends and record which aspects they have enjoyed. We
will be encouraging them to refine their letter writing, with the focus being to use pre-cursive
lead in lines. In addition, we are encouraging the children to build confidence in their writing
abilities, using their phonemic knowledge to make plausible attempts at how words are spelled.
They will be encouraged to write multiple sentences adding greater detail.
It has been fascinating starting the new Space topic with Reception. They are already very
interested and have thought of some excellent questions that we will be able to research. There
is lots of discussion about the different planets and the temperature of the planets. The class
are divided about whether there are actually aliens on Mars so we will have fun unpicking this.
The children have been learning about planets Earth’s moon and its different phases.

Mrs Hillery
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CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RCH – Finnlay – For a creative and clever story about swimming
RER – Klayton - For a super piece of Literacy about the Holidays
1GS – Lilian – For greater independence and enthusiasm in Maths
1GS – Hugo – For diligence, focus and effort with improving letters
1H – Ben – For writing a version of a story independently
1H – India – For making arrays, and counting rows and columns
2B – Jason – For brilliant effort with his writing this week
2B – Dora – For an excellent poem based on The Ning Nang Nong
2E – Priyanka – For exceptional creative writing in English
2E – Samuel – For excellent participation and hard work this week

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
MATHS
What a fabulous week we have had in the Maths department! The children have been
demonstrating some real ‘true grit’ through their work after coming back from the Easter
holidays and it has been a pleasure to hear about all they are achieving.
In Year 3 the children have been working with position and direction. They have been finding
and plotting co-ordinates as well as incorporating some mapping skills into their lessons. Mrs
Redman’s group have also been investigating right angles.
In Year 4, we have been tackling the tricky topic of time! The children have been brushing up
on reading and making the time on analogue clocks, we then moved on to converting from analogue
to digital time….and then back again! I was amazed how well the children managed to grasp this
difficult concept and I am already looking forward to revisiting it again later on in the term.
In Year 5 we have been recapping on our previous fraction and decimal work before introducing
the topic of percentages. We spoke about the meaning of ‘percent’ before using our knowledge
of the fractions and decimal system to write percentages and then convert between all three
representations. The children were fantastic at picking up this new concept and have worked
hard to demonstrate how confident they already feel with it. Very well done everyone!
And finally, in Year 6 Mrs Mitchell and I are having a two week swap of classes, to complete two
very exciting projects. With Mrs Mitchell the girls will be planning and designing a theme park,
budgeting and working on the layout and making the most profit. While with me, the children
are investigating money in the real world. They will be looking at salaries, paying taxes and
National insurance contributions, as well as budgeting a weekly food shop and finding a mortgage!
Mrs Brown
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SPORTS NEWS
Miss Hall and Miss Cashmore took 24 very excited young ladies to the Surrey Novice Gymnastics
Competition at Prior’s Field School on Thursday afternoon. For some, this was their first
experience of a gymnastics competition. With their leotards on and hair gymnastics ready, the
team was ready to compete in a floor routine and vault. Their hard work and commitment to
Gymnastics Club really showed with a number of medals throughout the competition.
Congratulations to all the girls who participated and to the actual medal winners:
Lilly G 1st on Advanced floor and 1st on vault U9
Elena S and Mimi joint 1st on vault U11
Elisabeth M 1st on intermediate floor U9
Luna 2nd on intermediate floor U9
Amaya 3rd on Advanced floor U9
Narenj 3rd intermediate floor U9
Lydia 3rd on Basic floor U11

We welcomed Mr Sandbach, Director of Sport at Charterhouse and his cricket coach, Mr
Norbin, to school this week to run cricket masterclasses for our pupils in Year 5 and 6. It was
great to step back and observe the children throughout the sessions; they were engaged, full
of energy and soaked up the fun side of the game. The technical skills they were taught were
fantastic and we very much look forward to seeing them apply these to their upcoming cricket
fixtures across the Summer term.
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It is also really lovely to be playing cricket as mixed-gender and have all the pupils together for
their sports afternoons. They will learn valuable skills in understanding the dynamics of mixedgender teamwork; something that is so prevalent throughout childhood and later life.

Mrs Lovesey & Mr Don Carolis
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Bank Holiday

WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 3rd May
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